THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO SHIPPING FOR ECOMMERCE BUSINESSES

FROM SHIPPING AND HANDLING TO RETURNS
AND EXCHANGES, WE TAKE YOU THROUGH
EVERY STEP OF SHIPPING FOR ECOMMERCE.
Ecommerce is one of the fastest growing business models
in the world, with new businesses launching every day, and
brick-and-mortar companies moving online to grow their
market share.
When most businesses move into the world of ecommerce,
their first goal is to get a website. At build/create creating
websites that streamline the sales process with a smooth
user interface, tailored user paths, and gorgeous imagery
has been part of our expertise for years.
However, to be a successful ecommerce business, your
website must also integrate the sleek online storefront that
your customers experience with your backend warehouse
environment. Doing so means linking several systems,
including your online store, your inventory management
system, and your order processing system. If you operate
out of a storefront rather than a warehouse (or both!), this
can become even more complex.
Fortunately, we’ve helped businesses set up this
infrastructure in the past. We know all the steps involved,
and have even developed custom solutions for businesses
with unique business models. So if you’re wondering how
to set up an online store for yourself, here’s where to start.

STEP ONE: Connect your online store to warehouse inventory.
Before you begin accepting payments for online purchases, you need to be sure
your inventory is up to date. If physical inventory does not match online availability, you could end up selling items you don’t have, or not displaying items
that are taking up space in your warehouse.
The solution to this is to integrate your inventory software API with your online
store. As orders are placed online, it can track inventory in your warehouse and
update which products are spoken for. This should also be integrated with Point
of Sale (POS) software for multichannel inventory coverage.
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STEP TWO: Collect payment and sales tax.
When your entire business depends on being able to successfully handle an online payment, getting those details right is pretty important. Fortunately, setting up payment processing is mostly
just a matter of deciding what payments you want to accept, and then hooking up the accounts.
However, the part many businesses overlook is sales tax.
Businesses have been handling sales tax for POS transactions for years, collecting tax for online
sales is more complicated. Each state (and country, for that matter) has different tax requirements. But online stores, their customers, and even their supplier warehouses are in different
states, calculating who owes what where is a major headache.
Fortunately, there are now several online tools that make this process easier. WooCommerce has
sales tax functions built into their standard plugin, and for those who need more complex options, their TaxJar plugin offers additional features and automations.

STEP THREE: Link your order processing API to print packaging slips.
The moment an order is processed through your payment system, an email needs to land in
your customer’s inbox to confirm that you received their order. This is where order management
software comes into play. This software may be the same as your inventory software, or you may
have them linked together. Either way, your software will have
an API that can be linked to the online store.
With this connection made, you can set up your system to
send orders to the warehouse, supplier, or storefront where
your products are sold. If your order needs to be split between
these places, this can also be done automatically, based on
information from your inventory system. Whoever receives the
order for fulfillment will then be able to print the order slip and
pull the items of the inventory shelves.

WHAT ARE ORDER SLIPS?
Order slips are the pieces of paper that
the customer receives with their order
that allows them to compare the items
they received against what they ordered. They are not necessarily invoices
or receipts, as they do not need to list
product prices. However, they should
list each item, include an order number,
and contain a bar code that can be
quickly scanned during the packaging
and shipment
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STEP FOUR: Labels and order tracking.

Once the items for an order have been collected, they must be
packed into a box or shipping envelope along with their order
slip. The packing process can be as simple as boxing them with
some Fill-Air packaging cushions, or it can be a more elaborate
process for businesses who want to give their customers an
elaborate unboxing experience. However, there is one component that still needs to be linked to your online order system: the
tracking code.
When your employee scans the order slip and generates the
package label, it should also generate a tracking code. This
tracking code enters the system of your shipment carrier, but it
should also be sent to the customer so that they can follow the
progress of their order. Linking this system to your website can
auto-generate emails to your customers that let them know that
their order has shipped.

ISN’T THERE AN EASIER WAY? THE
PROS AND CONS OF DROP SHIPPING.
If the above sounds like a complex process, that’s because it is.
That’s why, over the past few years, a new business model has
begun to dominate the ecommerce industry: drop shipping.
Billed as a revolutionary new way to do business, drop shipping
has opened the online market to visionary entrepreneurs ready to
launch a great new product on a shoestring budget, as well as a
slew of start-up dreamers who don’t realize what they’re signing up
for.
Drop shipping businesses are usually run by people who have a
great vision but don’t want to manage the logistics of executing
it. They want to be the front of the house people, with their focus
on presentation and customer engagement, while supply and
distribution happen behind the scenes.
There’s no shame in this. At its best, drop shipping allows every
party to play to their strengths. But while it does save a lot of hassle,
it’s important to understand the business model thoroughly before
you commit to it.
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PRO: NO MANUFACTURING STARTUP COSTS.
Most drop shippers work with a network of
suppliers who handle the actual manufacturing of
their product. This means the entire production
aspect of your business is out of your hands—
your only responsibility is managing the branding,
marketing, sales, and customer service. In other
words, you run the store, but they handle the supply.
CON: OUTSOURCING ORDER FULFILLMENT CAN
BE EXPENSIVE.
Obviously, production, storage, order processing,
and fulfillment are a huge part of your business. If
it wasn’t, you could more easily handle it yourself.
Turning all this over to someone else is expensive.
Drop shippers can take advantage of economies
of scale by running your business from the same
warehouse as a dozen others, saving on property
costs, staffing, and equipment. However, that
doesn’t make it a cheap option, especially as there
are some redundancies in operating costs.
PRO: YOUR DROP SHIPPER MANAGES
WAREHOUSE INVENTORY.
If you don’t want to have to buy warehouse
space, physically stock boxes on the shelves in
said warehouse, and then count and keep track of
where everything is, then drop shipping is a dream
come true. Not having to own, staff, or manage a
warehouse is a bonus indeed.

In sum:

CON: YOUR ECOMMERCE STORE STILL HAS TO
LINK TO YOUR DROP SHIPPER’S INVENTORY.
Even if you don’t own the warehouse, you still need
to make sure that when a customer places an order
in your store, the order not only goes to your drop
shipper, it also updates their inventory. Fortunately,
your drop shipper will be using inventory
management software to keep track of this, which
can be linked to your store using an API, just as you
would do if it were your own warehouse.
PRO: NO SHIPPING AND FULFILLMENT
MANAGEMENT.
Products are shipped directly from the warehouse.
So long as the orders on the website hookup
to your drop shipper’s fulfillment center, pulling
products of the shelf, packaging them, labeling
them, and shipping them will all be in their hands.
CON: RETURNS CAN BE DIFFICULT.
Possibly the biggest disadvantage of drop shipping
comes in processing returns. Because inventory
management is out of your hands, it is up to your
drop shipper to make sure returns can be processed
and restocked correctly. And because this comes
with its own costs, they may charge you restocking
fees to compensate.
Ecommerce businesses have dealt with this problem
in various ways. The bottom line for all ecommerce
returns, though, is that you must have a policy. It
has to be on your website, visible, and written in
clear language. A good returns company can even
win you customer loyalty.

You won’t have to manage core aspects of your
business, but you will still be responsible for them.

To describe this business model in tech terms, your store is the user interface, and the drop shipper is the
hardware it runs on. For many, this is a perfect arrangement. But it depends on finding a drop shipping partner you can trust. After all, if something goes wrong, managing the error and rebuilding the customer relationships will rest on your head.
Your customers don’t know and don’t care where their products are coming from. So far as they are concerned, you are the entire business, and your website is how they contact you.
If something goes wrong with their order, they will come to you for answers. If they want to look up the shipping number again, you will be their first stop. If they want to cancel or make an update, they will want to sign
into your website to do so. And if they want to leave a review of your product, your website is where they will
go.
This means you have to have user accounts that connect customers with their order history, and that order
history has to be tied in with drop shipper’s order management API. In case you haven’t caught on, the devil
is in the details.
Fortunately, even with drop shipping, many of those details are under your control. Getting them right is how
you build trust and loyalty with your customers.
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MASTERING THE DETAILS: PRICING,
PACKAGING, AND RETURNS.
While discussions about shipping and handling for ecommerce often focus on the nuts and bolts,
there’s another factor businesses should consider: marketing. The way you handle shipping matters
to the experience your customers have. It can even effect whether they become your customers at
all.
Sound far-fetched? Consider this: Amazon’s free shipping policy has transformed ecommerce. One
could even make an honest argument that Amazon’s success is founded on free shipping.
Or think about the trend of unboxing videos and images that swept YouTube and Instagram a
few years ago. These days, almost every product review video starts with an assessment of the
packaging.
And returns? How you handle your returns policy can make or break customer trust. If a customer
feels they have been treated generously when returning or exchanging a purchase, it will make
them more comfortable to purchase again. And if they feel they have been nickeled and dimed and
cheated out of fair reimbursement, they may never come back.
Given those points, it is clear that no business can afford to neglect the marketing implications of
how they handle their ecommerce shipping. Let’s take a closer look at each so that you can decide
how your business should respond.

Shipping options: lowering the barrier to purchase.
Should you offer free shipping? I can guarantee your marketing
department wants you to (what a selling point!). Your customers
probably want you to, as well, but that doesn’t mean you should.
Instead, begin by calculating the costs of shipping (and what
it would mean to offer it for free), and then think how you can
market the result to reluctant customers.
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1. Free shipping.
First, when it comes to “free” shipping, we all know it’s not
really free. In many cases, it’s simply baked into the list price.
Very large companies like Amazon are also better at absorbing shipping costs. If you’re a selling your own product, such
that customers can’t price shop, you can probably afford to
charge an extra dollar or two per product then offer shipping for “free,” and no one will know the difference. But if
customers can compare, then you probably want to keep
shipping as a separate line item, so visitors don’t think you’re
marking up your wares.

2. Free shipping for orders of a certain size.
If you can’t go entirely free, you can still offer fixed-price
shipping. For instance, “all shipping for $5” is a pretty easy
pill for most customers to swallow. And while that means
that you’ll probably be covering part of the shipping, remember that your online store is sparing you from a lot of
other operating costs that would otherwise be reflected in
price tags.

3.Table rate shipping.
A more nuanced approach to flat rate shipping is to offer
different shipping costs based on the size of the order. By
adjusting the shipping costs based on known thresholds
(order volume or weight, for example), you can avoid overcharging customers who are placing a smaller order without
taking on too many costs from large or oversized packages.
You can also offer “free” shipping after a certain threshold—say, $50. This can encourage buyers to add a few more
items to their cart, just so they can get the free shipping. If
you have a policy like this, you should have it visible on every
page of your site. When users go to check out, there should
also be a prompt letting them know how much more they
need to add to their cart to get free shipping, and maybe
even suggestions for small products that can get them over
the edge.

4. Live rates from a carrier.
The final shipping option is to have customers enter in their
zip code and directly quote them the shipping cost based on
their location and chosen shipping provider. The downside of
this approach is that customers can’t see their shipping costs
until they go through this extra step, which is a poor user
experience. But the benefit is that there is complete transparency about shipping costs, which some customers prefer.

INTERNATIONAL
SHIPPING.
Not every business can or should
ship internationally. However, if
there is a demand for your product abroad, setting up international shipping can expand your
market.
International shipping requires:
•An international carrier, such
as DHL, FedEx, or UPS.
• A Harmonized Tariff Code
for each product.
•A Customs Declaration, including a commercial invoice,
an export declaration, and a
certificate of origin.
•Duties and taxes, to be paid
by either you or the recipient.
It’s a lot to set up, but a good
ecommerce website can link
these services together so that
your international customers can
understand shipping costs, place
orders, and track their packages.
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PACKAGING AND UNBOXING: DELIVERING AN
EXPERIENCE WORTH SHARING.
The way you deliver your products can have an outsized impact on how your customers
perceive the value of their purchase. We’re all used to the bare-bones Amazon approach,
and it’s not very exciting. But you get a company who has put some love and care into the
packaging of their product, and it shows.

1. Simple, but branded.
Packaging doesn’t have to be elaborate to be
unique. Many companies have taken the pared
down approach, but still use branded boxes and
esthetically-pleasing packaging materials. A
good example of this is the Dollar Shave Club,
which delivers shipments in compact boxes
packed with paper shavings. Minimalist, but effective—like their brand.

2. Luxury packaging.
On the other end of the spectrum, a company
that goes all out with their packaging can really
leave an impression. Packaging that is sleek and
carefully constructed can make a customer feel
the value of their purchase more keenly, while
those that come in beautiful boxes wrapped in
tissue paper and tied with a ribbon feel special
and exciting. Some brands even include written
notes, stickers, or posters.

3. Sustainable and eco-friendly shipping.

HOW CAN YOU IMPROVE
YOUR PACKAGING?

Another packaging win? Using sustainable,
recyclable materials. Being able to tell customers
that you’ve found a carbon-neutral way to
deliver products to their door has big caché
in some industries. Your customers may even
be willing to pay a little more in shipping and
handling to make it happen.

If you’re handling shipping yourself, you
have plenty of leeway to handle these
details yourself. If you’re drop shipping,
many companies offer customized
packaging services. For a premium
product, quality packaging is worth the
investment.
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RETURNS: TURNING A LOSS INTO A WIN.
We’ve said this a couple times already, but it bears repeating:
having a transparent and generous returns policy is essential
to winning customer trust. After all, a new customer is
ordering products from you sight unseen. It would be
understandable if they wanted to send some back. Not having
a fair returns policy is a red flag in ecommerce, such that if
you don’t have a returns policy posted publically on your site
then you could actually be losing business.

HERE ARE YOUR OPTIONS.
1. 30-day refund.
At minimum, a returns policy should include a full refund
on products that are returned in like-new condition, or on
any products that arrive damaged. It should also clearly
state the time window in which returns are accepted—
usually 30–60 days from the point at which a product was
received.

2. Free shipping on returns.
Many companies are willing to offer the full refund, but
ask customers to pay for return shipping. This is likely an
attempt to cut down on frivolous purchases that eat into
a company’s bottom line. But in cutting down on returns,
they’re also cutting down on sales. After all, many people
are too lazy to go through the returns process, and others are more hesitant to return a product once it’s in their
hands, even if it wasn’t entirely what they wanted. So free
returns shipping isn’t essential, but it’s still probably the
best business decision.

3. No return required.
For some businesses using drop shipping, returns may
be a more complicated than they’re worth. Furthermore,
there are some products that simply can’t be returned
(food, makeup, some clothing), or that are too cost-prohibitive due to restocking costs. Some companies in this
position will offer a full refund on a product without asking me to return it, especially if the product is a consumable good that can’t be resold. This is a generous offer
indeed, but businesses that can make it work are more
likely to retain loyal customers.
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WE CAN HELP YOU TAKE ONLINE ORDERS
FROM “BUY NOW” TO A PACKAGE IN THE MAIL.
From purchase to deliver and back again, every point
of customer interaction is an opportunity for you to
demonstrate your commitment to their satisfaction.
Ecommerce fulfillment is a complicated process, but
from a customer standpoint, every stage has to operate
seamlessly. A breakdown at any point can result in lost
orders and a damaged reputation with your customers.
That means whatever system you build must be reliable.
Your website isn’t just your storefront—it’s also the
nexus where every part of your business intersects.
Fortunately, making sure every node stays online is what
we do best.
Talk to us about your business structure, and we can
work with you to find an ecommerce solution to fit your
needs. Whether you’re a national retailer with brick-andmortar locations across the country, or a local business
running small batch manufacturing, we can help you
create an online store that integrates all your order
fulfillment systems seamlessly.

If you’d like to learn more about our ecommerce
services, contact us! We can schedule a needs discovery
meeting with you, listen to your project, and give you
more information about how we can help.
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